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About This Release
These release notes contain information about Calabrio ONE Version 11.0, including minor releases.
The release notes include information about product features and architectural updates as well as
issues in previous versions that were resolved. Calabrio strongly recommends you read the entire
document before using this release of Calabrio ONE.
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Product Features and Enhancements
This release of Calabrio ONE includes the following new features and enhancements.

Version 11.0.0
Component New Features

Analytics Sentiment Analysis for Email— Sentiment Analysis is now available
for email in addition to speech-to-text interactions.

Speech-to-Text Language Support—The Calabrio Analytics speech-
to-text language processing recognition tool now supportsmultiple
languages at the tenant level. Users can use the tool to perform
speech-to-text language recognition and processing, ad hoc
searching, and sentiment analysis in many of themost commonly
used languages. This feature supports the following languages and
industry-specific models:

n US English (Call Center General, Call Center Pharmaceuticals,
Call Center Financial)

n UK English (Call Center General, Call Center Financial)

n EU English (Call Center General, Call Center Financial)

n Australian English (Call Center General, Call Center Financial)

n North American Spanish (Call Center General)

n Canadian French (Call Center General, Call Center Financial)

Within the Call Center General model, and with the proper amount of
lead time, users can access additional languages such as, German,
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Component New Features

Dutch, EU French, Italian, and Portuguese.

Call Recording Cisco Jabber Version 12 Support—Smart Desktop can now
capture audio recordings through Cisco Jabber Version 12 soft
phones.

Suite-Wide/Platform Updated Top-Level Navigation Menu—The applications in the
Calabrio ONE toolbar now use labels instead of icons. The labels
enable users to find what they need intuitively and efficiently.

Active Directory Sync Monitoring—Administrators can use the new
Active Directory Sync page to review which users from Active
Directory (AD) are matched with Calabrio ONE users and which are
not. If any users are not matched and should be, administrators can
use this information to troubleshoot their Active Directory
configuration.

Enhanced System Status Report—On the Server Status page, the
system status report now exports in a new browser window instead of
as CSV files. In addition, it includesmore troubleshooting information,
such as active connections to the database, database deadlocks,
and active web socket connections.

Enhanced Audit Trail—Users can now see which fields
administrators change when they update users or add permissions to
a role.

Error Message Added for FQDN—If Calabrio ONE is configured to
use a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) during installation, users
receive the following error message if the domain is not included
when they enter the hostname in their browser:

“The webpage cannot be found.”

Filter for Rate-Limited APIs—On the Rate Limiting page, system
administrators can select the Only Show Restricted APIs check box to
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Component New Features

quickly locate rate-limited APIs.

Storage Profile Configuration—Users can now configure storage
profiles without specifying themedia quality. When configuring a
storage profile, users can maintain the original media quality with no
conversion or compression when moving files.

Bulk Export Enhancements—Bulk contact export no longer sends
contacts and metadata to an external location as a ZIP file. This
enhancement stores the exported files in appropriately named folders
in an external storage location, decreasing the time it takes to find the
exported files.

Enhancement to Notifications—Added the following
enhancements under Application Management > Global >Monitoring:

n Notifications:

n Identify Notification Types as Business or Support —
Added text within parentheses for each notification to
identify the notification as a (Business) or a (Support)
notification.

n Staged Upload Server Status Notification — Added a
new Notification Type to the Notifications page under
Global > Monitoring that enables you to receive a
notification when Calabrio ONE is not able to connect to
the data server for the staged upload functionality.

n Data Server Status Page—Added a new page that enables
administrator users to monitor the connection status of
configured data servers.

QM Reimagined Recordings Application—The Recordings

application and Media Player have been redesigned and

modernized with an all-new visual identity that transforms the

user experience. This enables you to view, consume, and act on
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Component New Features

more data with less effort.

n The orientation is in an easily-scrollable format that is
vertically-oriented, similar to social media, mobile sites, and
messaging apps.

n Panels replace tabs to embed analytics data side-by-side in the
media player and synchronize all relevant contextual
information (audio, transcription, sentiment, phrase hits,
desktop) for easier playback and consumption of multi-
channel data.

Calabrio updated the search to be a filter that provides a familiar
experience, similar to ecommerce applications. Users continue to
have flexibility when viewing contacts with options to undock, expand,
or zoom in/out for more detailed information.

Call Sentiment with Playback—For customers with Analytics,
Calabrio ONE‘s AI-powered call sentiment analysis is now displayed by
utterance and by channel along with the transcription during
playback.

Agent Profile Card—The new Agent Profile Card leverages Calabrio
ONE‘s AI-powered analytics to provide at-a-glance statistics on key
agent metrics when viewing an interaction within theMedia Player.

Enhanced QM Workflow Processor—The QMWorkflow processor

has been streamlined, improving speed and decreasing the
consumption of system resources. The workflow configuration
remains the same.

Data Explorer Unified Dashboards—Calabrio has unified its dashboard
technologies. Data Explorer now powers the Calabrio ONE homepage
dashboard as well as custom reporting dashboards, and dashboards
now include configurable and sizable widgets. Users can make any
report, dashboard, or widget their Calabrio ONE homepage with a
single click. The result is a single, unified dashboard technology that
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Component New Features

brings together all of the user’s personalized and most meaningful
data in one place.

Enterprise KPIs—Data Explorer has added true, enterprise-wide key
performance indicators (KPIs) that allows users to see how they are
performing against goals and how performance has changed over
time. Administrators can set goals by group, team, or service queue
for a set of 10 KPIs, and users can add KPIs to their reports and
dashboards by using the new KPI Headline visualization.

Data Explorer Text Search—This feature enables users to use plain
language to conduct ad hoc searches of their full call transcripts
from any Data Explorer report or dashboard and instantly refine
those results.

A new filter and search box were added that allows users to refine
speech-to-text results in reports and dashboards by searching for
words or phrases within those contacts. They can then drill into a list
of those contacts and click on any one to view it in the Media Player.

Data Explorer Time Zone Support—Data Explorer dynamically
supports time zones established at the tenant level, at the display
(user) level, and at the report level. Time zone hierarchy within Data
Explorer is as follows:

n If no time zone is set anywhere, all Data Explorer reports
default to show times in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

n If the organization sets a tenant time zone, all Data Explorer
reports default to show times in that tenant time zone.

n If the user sets the display time zone, all Data Explorer reports
override any tenant time zone that may have been set and
show the display time zone.

n If a report time zone is set, that Data Explorer report overrides
any tenant time zone or display time zone that may have been
set and shows the report time zone.
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Component New Features

Data Explorer Redesign—The Data Explorer, Asset Browser page
has been redesigned for efficiency and intuitiveness. Users can easily
search, sort, filter, and tag all of their Data Explorer assets, including
widgets, reports, and dashboards. They may also right-click any
report, dashboard, or widget to set it as their homepage. A new
Preview pane delivers asset information at a glance, and a new
“home” icon denotes the report, dashboard, or widget that is
currently set as the user’s homepage.

WFM Dynamic Scheduling Enhancements—Several new options enable
schedulers to configure Dynamic Scheduling events and work rules
that accommodate the specific needs of their contact centers:

n When configuring a Dynamic Scheduling event, schedulers
can select options that adjust staffing requirements so that all
agents are offered at least one scheduling option.

n The analyst can decrease the staffing need to account for
agents scheduled outside the dynamic scheduling event.

n Dynamic Scheduling considersMaximumStaffing Groups
(when enabled) as agents select their work shifts.

n Dynamic Scheduling staffing requirements incorporate a
measure of schedule inefficiency due to the normal course of
business such as breaks, planned activities, or task switching
for multi-skilled agents.

n Work rules configuration—If HR guidelines or company policy
requires agents to start their shifts at the same time,
schedulers can enable the fixed start time feature.

In addition, the agent experience is improved by adding the date to
each day of the week and defaulting to not display the average
staffing need in the staffing icon.

More Options for Optimizing Schedules—When intraday analysts
optimize schedules, they have two additional options that give them
greater flexibility:
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Component New Features

n They can optimize lunches and breaks individually or at the
same time.

n They can choose to optimize a date range within the schedule
week.

Intraday Dynamic Scheduling Enhancements—Enhanced the
Intraday Dynamic Scheduling (IDS) with the following new options:

n Open up overtime to agents outside of the IDS event service
queue.

n Open up overtime to agents in the event service queue who
are not scheduled for that day.

Assigning agents to an overtime or time off IDS event is streamlined
with the advanced filter and select all options.

Planning Page Summary Line Updates—Several metrics on the
WFM planning pages have been enhanced to improve the experience
of forecasters, schedulers, and intraday analysts. The enhancements
include:

n FromWFMGlobal Settings, you can configure the In Service
FTE per Day and the FTE Days per Week parameters that are
used in the Forecasting page summary row calculations.

n Agents Forecast

n Agents Forecast Shrinkage Applied

n Agents Scheduled

n Agents Actual

n Renamed the following twometrics to correspond with the
names used in Data Explorer.

n Service Level % Forecast metric is now Service Level %
Goal metric

n Service Level Time Forecast is now Service Level Time
Goal
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Component New Features

n Enhanced how the editing functionality is applied across the
Average Talk Time and AverageWork Time for forecasts and
distributions. When editing the summary line it preserves the
interval-level variation and is dispersed proportionally across
the of intervals.

Consistent and Customizable Date and Time—When users
select a language, the time and date format on the following pages
are displayed in a regionally-appropriate format:

n Messaging Requests

n My Schedule

n Dynamic Scheduling Events for agents

n Intraday Dynamic Scheduling Events for agents

More Options on the Schedule Editing Rules Page—
Administrators can use the Schedule Editing Rules page to prevent
supervisors or junior schedulers from optimizing schedules and
using Schedule History and Restore.

“Schedule Change” Warning for Analysts—Now, when analysts
are editing in Agents Schedules, messaging request approvals and
new schedules that are run by another analyst trigger a schedule
change warning to the analyst in Agents Schedules. This gives
analysts the opportunity to refresh their screen with the latest
schedules.

Calculation Adjustment for the Service Level % Scheduled

Metric—The calculation for the Service Level % Scheduled metric

has been updated in the following locations to include the Agents
Adjustment Factor setting.

n The Coverage: Scheduled, Coverage: Shrinkage, Coverage
Reforecast, and Intraday: Data views in the Coverage drawer

n The Interval Service Queue report
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Install and Upgrade Notes

Version 11.0.0
The following install and upgrade notes apply to this release.

Component Notes

Analytics There are no install or upgrade notes that pertain to this component
in this release.

Call Recording FFmpeg 4.0.2 Support—Calabrio ONE now supports FFmpeg 4.0.2
for themedia conversion service. Existing installations do not need to
upgrade from FFmpeg 2.6.2.

Platform Data Explorer Red Hat™ Enterprise Linux Support—Added Data

Explorer server component support for the Red Hat™ Enterprise
Linux operating system.

QM There are no install or upgrade notes that pertain to this component
in this release.

Reporting There are no install or upgrade notes that pertain to this component
in this release.

WFM There are no install or upgrade notes that pertain to this component
in this release.

Architecture Updates

Version 11.0.0
Component New Features

Data Server There were no feature updates for this component in this release.
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Component New Features

Smart Desktop Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs) Implemented—Calabrio
ONE now uses UUIDs to identify agent PCs with Smart Desktop
instead of MAC addresses. Any PC running Smart Desktop Version
10.4 or earlier continues to be identified by their MAC addresses.

WebRTC Added for Live Screen Monitoring—If supervisors use
Chrome or Firefox in a supported version, they no longer need to
install plug-ins such as ActiveX or the IE Tab extension to use the Live
Screen Monitoring feature.

Supported versions of Internet Explorer still
require the DLL plug-in.

Platform There were no feature updates for this component in this release.

Public APIs There were no feature updates for this component in this release.

Resolved Issues

Version 11.0.0
Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
47736

Analytics General Analytics phrase hits prior to 10-17-2018 were not
displayed in reporting.

SAAS-
51081

Platform — Addressed an issue that caused the import to fail.

SAAS-
50926

Platform Authentication Fixed an issue that caused the login page to not display
after enabling SSO on System Administration.
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
50899

Platform — When importing the CSV file, an error was generated if
the case lettering did not match what is in the user
interface.

SAAS-
50168

Platform User
Configuration:
Users

The Edit WFM Views permission was impacting the user
import functionality causing the user import button to
be grayed out.

SAAS-
50165

Platform Data Server Addressed an issue that caused the Amazon Connect -
Outbound Calling and the Called Number from being
swapped.

SAAS-
49969

Platform User
Configuration:
Roles

Removed the Administer Analytics permissions and view.

SAAS-
48466

Platform Application
Management

TheMerge User Profile Primary and Duplicate User
could be the same in version 10.4. A new error message
was added to inform the user they cannot merge with
the same user.

SAAS-
47606

Platform — Changes were made to enhance debug capabilities and
other options to support better handling of some
customer configuration issues.

SAAS-
47498

Platform Data Server Real time events had stopped coming in on the Cisco
Customer Journey Platform.

SAAS-
51035

Platform — Fixed an issue that caused the Gamification Trophy
Images to fail to load in the widget.

SAAS-
49140

Platform Migration Tool Incorrect characters were appearing in version 10 after
a data import.

SAAS-
51274

QM Media Player Changes were made to improve the export code when
converting file formats.
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
51231

QM Screen
Recording

Fixed an issue within the Contact Export that caused the
screen video to not align with audio.

SAAS-
50855

QM Data Server Fixed an issue that caused the Data Server Web
Services to not respond.

SAAS-
50798

QM QM
Configurations

Fixed an issue that caused duplicate users to appear
after migration.

SAAS-
50378

QM Dashboard No Average Processing Time showed for the Agent Time
Distribution widget.

SAAS-
48600

QM Reconciliation Improved the performance for ADP call reconciliation.

SAAS-
48071

QM Recording
Controls

Addressed a recording issue with ACME 8x software.

SAAS-
50826

QM — Unable to play calls from the Contact Queue. Received a
server error.

SAAS-
49244

QM Recording
Controls

Missing a significant number of call recordings.
Changes were made to allow contact completed
messages to be processed even if the call reconciliation
processing failed.

SAAS-
48904

QM Calabrio Code Could not select Contact Dates in the past when
creating a Contact Goal.

SAAS-
45726

QM Recording
Controls

Resolved an issue that caused the genesys custom
metadata to attach to a call incorrectly.

SAAS-
50783

WFM Forecast The Forecast accuracy compilation was not working for
historical dates.

SAAS-
50551

WFM Scheduler Ad Hoc schedule changing an agent’s schedule for the
following week.
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
50474

WFM Compile Made enhancements to the Calabrio Service Level
Calculation.

SAAS-
50328

WFM Messaging PTO request entire day on DST 3/10 showing 24 hours
but there is only 23 hours that day and can't request
PTO on the next day

SAAS-
50163

WFM Reports The Service Queue Schedule by Agent report would
display information differently from the Agent Schedule
Daily report and schedule.

SAAS-
49833

WFM Forecast Shift budget analysis request completes successfully
when there is no forecast.

SAAS-
49832

WFM Forecast Unable to select service queues for the shift budget
analysis report.

SAAS-
49394

WFM Agent
Schedules

Approved messaging requests that edit existing
exceptions do not edit the existing exception on the user
profile.

SAAS-
49158

WFM Agent
Schedules

Fixed an Adherence and Conformance API error with de-
activated users.

SAAS-
49146

WFM Copy Schedule
Activities

Unable to copy the Not Available time from one agent to
another.

SAAS-
49029

WFM Forecast Fixed an issue with the APAC timezone translation for
historical data.

SAAS-
48255

WFM Messaging Exception colors were not showing up correctly.

SAAS-
48254

WFM Messaging Exception was configured for a color but when it
showed on the schedule it was a different color.

SAAS-
47975

WFM Agent
Schedules

Fixed an issue within Agent Schedules where exception
editing is not functioning properly.
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
47948

WFM Copy Schedule
Activities

Fixed an issue that caused errors when approving
exceptions submitted by agents.

SAAS-
47802

WFM Agent
Schedules

Addressed an issue that caused an internal serve error
when editing an agent schedule.

SAAS-
47236

WFM Historical Data:
Capture
Requests

The capture button grayed out when a user selected a
day in October.

SAAS-
45679

WFM Agent
Schedules

The balanced schedule did not show a shift for user
with variable shift, however the default schedule did
show a shift.

Known Issues

Version 11.0.0
There are no known issues for this release of Calabrio ONE.

Calabrio ONE Release Notes

Platform Version: 11.0

© 2019 Calabrio, Inc.

Calabrio, Calabrio ONE, and their logos are trademarks/registered trademarks of Calabrio, Inc. Other
names and brandsmay be claimed as the property of others.
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Resolved Issues
Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
45679

WFM:SVC:Scheduler Bug for Escalation - SAAS-45369 - balanced
schedule shows no shift for user with variable
shift yet default does

SAAS-
45726

QM:Recording
Signaling

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-45438 - genesys
custommetadata attaching to call incorrectly

SAAS-
45822

Documentation Doc Enhancement Escalation - SAAS-45793 -
QUESTION -Metadata tagging with
"RecordingControls" API using acdID with UCCE

SAAS-
47236

WFM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47153 - Capture
button grayed out when selecting a day in
October

SAAS-
47498

Platform:Data Server Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47416 - CJP - Real time
events have stopped coming in

SAAS-
47606

Platform:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47540 - Enhanced
debug and other options to support better
handling of customers config issue

SAAS-
47736

Analytics:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47659 - Analytics
phrase hits prior to 10-17-2018 are not being
displayed in reporting

SAAS-
47802

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47792 - Editing
schedule is causing internal server error

SAAS-
47948

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47932 -WFM - Errors
when approving exceptions

SAAS-
47975

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-47960 - Exception
editing 10.4 feature is not functioning
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
48071

QM:Recording
Signaling

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48052 - recording
issue with ACME 8x software

SAAS-
48254

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48201 - Exception is
configured for a color but when it shows on the
schedule it is a different color

SAAS-
48255

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48202 - Exception
colors are not showing up correctly

SAAS-
48466

UI UX:Application
Management

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48127 -Merge User
Profile Primary and Duplicate User can be the
same in 10.4

SAAS-
48539

Documentation Doc Enhancement Escalation - SAAS-48525 - S3
Bucket permissions not working for Twilio
recordings

SAAS-
48600

QM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48501 - QM - Calls not
reconciling since 13 Nov

SAAS-
48904

UI UX:QMGeneral Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48902 - Cannot Select
Dates in the Past For Contact Goals

SAAS-
49023

Documentation Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48504 - Avaya synced
devices not in cloud - Doc Update needed

SAAS-
49029

WFM:SVC:Forecast Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48984 - APAC TZ
translation for historical data issue

SAAS-
49140

PlatformMigration
Tool

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49058 -Migration Tool
10.3.19.562 - Incorrect Characters appearing in
V10 after data import

SAAS-
49146

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49002 - Unable to copy
'Not Available' time from one agent to another
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
49158

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48939 - Adherence
and Conformance API Error with de-activated
users

SAAS-
49244

QM:Recording
Capture

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-46504 -Missing a
significant number of call recordings

SAAS-
49394

WFM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49238 - Approved
messaging requests that edit existing exceptions
do not edit the existing exception on the user
profile

SAAS-
49437

Documentation Doc Enhancement Escalation - SAAS-49412 -
Several Administrators cannot look up Devices in
'Device Association'

SAAS-
49499

Documentation Doc Enhancement Escalation - SAAS-49338 -
Daily workflow not reducing screen recordings

SAAS-
49832

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49697 -WFM: unable
to select service queues for shift budget analysis
report

SAAS-
49833

WFM:SVC:Forecast Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49799 -WFM: Shift
budget analysis request completes successfully
when there is no forecast

SAAS-
49870

Documentation Doc Enhancement Escalation - SAAS-49762 -
Activity Metadata - Product Question

SAAS-
49969

Platform:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-48807 - Administer
Analytics Permissions and View

SAAS-
50163

WFM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49205 - Service Queue
Schedule by Agent report displaying info
different from Agent Schedule Daily report and
Schedule
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
50165

Platform:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50076 - Amazon
Connect - Outbound Calling/Called Number
Being Swapped

SAAS-
50168

Platform:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49742 - Edit WFM
views - user import button greyed out

SAAS-
50328

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50190 - PTO request
entire day on DST 3/10 showing 24 hours but
there is only 23 hours that day and can't request
PTO on the next day

SAAS-
50378

UI UX: Dashboard -
NGUI

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50221 - Calabrio One -
no Average Processing Time showing for Agent
Time Distribution widget

SAAS-
50474

WFM:SVC:REST API Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50245 - Calabrio
Service Level Calculation

SAAS-
50551

WFM:SVC:Scheduler Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50216 - Adhoc
Schedule changing an agents schedule for the
following week

SAAS-
50777

Documentation Doc Enhancement Escalation - SAAS-50756 -
NullPointerException received on Bulk Org
Import

SAAS-
50783

WFM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50331 - Forecast
accuracy compilation not working for historical
dates

SAAS-
50798

PlatformMigration
Tool

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50764 - Duplicate
users after migration

SAAS-
50826

UI UX:QMGeneral Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50739 - Unable to Play
calls from Contact Queue --server error
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Issue

#
Component Subcomponent Issue Description

SAAS-
50855

QM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50249 - Data Server
Web Services - No Response

SAAS-
50899

Platform:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50898 - CSV Import
Erroring due to Case Sensitivity

SAAS-
50926

Platform:Server,
Security,
Authentication

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50876 - Syadmin - SSO
does not work

SAAS-
51035

UI UX:Platform
General

Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50139 - Gamification
Trophy Images fail to load in Widget

SAAS-
51081

Platform:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50908 - [02/22/2019
13:08:09] Import Failed! -
java.lang.RuntimeException: Import
QMEvalCalibration failed

SAAS-
51231

QM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-49877 - contact export
- screen video doesnt align with audio

SAAS-
51274

QM:General Bug for Escalation - SAAS-50866 - 0kb files on
export
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